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Innovative expertise,
the trademark of the de Boüard family
Château La Fleur de Boüard comes from the profound belief
of its owner, Hubert de Boüard de Laforest co-owner of
Château Angelus Premier Grand Cru Classé « A » de SaintÉmilion, in this Lalande-de-Pomerol terroir, located on a
slope facing the most famous Pomerol crus. Supported by
his children, Coralie and Matthieu, he applies his technical
and oenological know-how in a new, environmentally
friendly approach to wine growing. With precision and
sustainable purpose, the de Boüard family makes wines
with outstanding elegance that compare with the greatest
Bordeaux appellations.

A family heritage
takes root
It took nearly twelve years to reorganise the vineyard to enable Hubert de
Boüard de Laforest’s intuitive vision to transform itself into a durable family
enterprise. In this time, quality was essentially enhanced through technical
innovation. The major innovation is the property’s vathouse, which is unique in
the whole world. Using effective, new technology, the wines are made applying
a revolutionary process, based on a system of hanging upturned truncated
cone-shaped tanks.
These investments enable the very best of this terroir to be extracted and
renowned vintages to be made that compare favourably with the greatest
Bordeaux names. They are part of the quest for balance, appropriateness and
elegance, which has given form to Château La Fleur de Boüard, Le Plus de La
Fleur de Boüard and Le Lion de La Fleur de Boüard.

A family ambition: La maison La Fleur de Boüard
In 2019, the family adventure continues with the opening of the house La Fleur
de Boüard in the heart of the domain to propose a charming hospitality facility:
a country house where it is pleasant to live.
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La Maison
La Fleur de Boüard
Located in Néac, on Lalande-de-Pomerol appellation, only
7 kilometers from Saint-Émilion village, whose vineyard
was the first one listed to the World Heritage of Unesco,
Château La Fleur de Boüard overlooks a 30 ha vineyard.

The charm of a country
house
La Maison La Fleur de Boüard, decorated in warm, luminous and modern
colors, is an haven of peace in the heart of the vineyard, attached to the wine
cellars of the property. It is composed of 3 bedrooms on the 1st floor, 2 living
rooms, 1 billiards room, 2 dining rooms, a big kitchen, a garden with a secure
swimming pool. Château La Fleur de Boüard is the ideal place to enjoy some
days with your family, friends or as a couple, discover its cellar and taste the
wines of the property.

The whole house is available for booking from one night.
The booking of the cellar bedrooms is on demand and according to the
availability:
- Non smoker
- No animal allowed
- Possibility to buy the wines of La Fleur de Boüard with cellar book.
- Cook on demand, invoiced
- Cellar visit and tasting on demand, invoiced
- Bike renting on demand, invoiced
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Refinement

Wellness & Quietness

Relaxation

Merlot Bedroom
The Merlot bedroom is composed of one bathroom with a bathtub, a queen
size bed, a desk, an access to the terrace looking out over the swimming pool
and the vineyard.
Surface: 25 sq. m

....
Cabernet Franc Bedroom

....

The Cabernet Franc bedroom is composed of one bathroom with a bathtub, a
queen size bed and a desk.
Surface: 15 sq. m
View over the vineyard and the garden.

Cabernet Sauvignon Bedroom
The Cabernet Franc bedroom is composed of one bathroom, a queen size bed
and a desk.
Surface: 15 sq. m
View over the vineyard and the garden.
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Our visits and tastings
Classic tour
From 2 persons
Price: 10€ per person
Duration: 1 hour
Tasting of one wine: La Fleur de Boüard
Find out everything about Château La Fleur de Boüard during this complete estate tour. Learn
some of the secrets of how a wine is grown and made in a winery that is unique in the world.
Understand how we strive to ensure the finest expression of this Lalande-de-Pomerol terroir.
Experience the expertise and innovation.

Experience tour
From 2 at 8 persons
Price: 45€ per person
Duration: 2 hours
Tasting of two wines: La Fleur de Boüard & Le Lion
This experiential tour offers a unique opportunity to try out the daily life of a vineyard manager or
a cellar master. See the different aspects of the winegrower’s profession in action. Learn all about
ullage, lees stirring, barreling and rack and return!

Plus tour
From 2 at 8 persons
Price: 55€ per person
Duration: 2H30
Tasting of three wines: La Fleur, Le Lion, Le Plus

After a complete tour of the estate, you will don lab coats and examine test tubes to understand
the real assets of our terroir in our oenological analysis laboratory, where we carry out a host
of experiments on aspects of vine cultivation and wine making. Here you will make your own
premium top-quality wine Le Plus de La Fleur, by blending it yourself ! When you have finished,
you leave with your blended sample or a half bottle of Château La Fleur de Boüard.

Prices
Renting of the house
594€/night

Privatization of the house per weekend
Per weekend: from friday night to sunday end of day
On request
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Our services
In each bedroom, clients will have laundry, a dryer and a free wifi access.
La Maison La Fleur de Boüard is not responsible for any case of theft or
accidental damage of your belongings which could occurred inside the house.
The housekeeping is invoiced (146€ TTC for the whole house).
Any missing or damaged item during your stay at La Maison is automatically
invoiced.
Clients have to take care of the good closing of the doors and windows.
On departure day, clients must free the house at 12 pm.
Accepted credit cards: visa, master card and American Express.
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Location
La Maison La Fleur de Boüard is located:
- 4,5 km from Pomerol
- 7 km from the historic center of Saint-Emilion
- 9 km from Libourne
- 45 km from Bordeaux center

Maison La Fleur
de Boüard
Pomerol
Libourne

Saint-Emilion
Bassin
d’Arcachon

Bordeaux
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reservation@lafleurdebouard.com
Carole Valette
+33 (0)6 08 33 29 75

